NOTES:
1. LEAK TEST: 10,000 PSI AIR OVER HYDRAULIC FLUID FOR 2 MINUTES
   MINIMUM, NO VISIBLE BUBBLING IN WATER.
2. FIBER OPTIC CHECKED FOR OPTICAL CONTINUITY ONLY.
3. ALL TESTS ARE DONE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.
4. OPTICAL FIBER SHALL NOT BE BENT SHARPER THAN A 2.0 RADIUS
   AT ANY TIME DURING HANDLING, TESTING, OR SHIPPING.
5. DIMENSIONS IN INCHES [mm].

ITEM   QTY  PART NUMBER  DESCRIPTION
1       A/R   PAVE-Seal 200   EPOXY BLACK
2       1     E24 BLACK   WIRE 24E MIL-W-16878/4 7/32
3       1     160321-001BLU FIBER OPTICAL 50/125 MULTIMODE
4       1     160321-001ORG FIBER OPTICAL 50/125 MULTIMODE
5       2     O-STT-26    TUBING .018 TEFON 26 GA
6       (1)   WHM-50-S02   RING RETAINING SS ø 50 (NOT SUPPLIED)
7       3      -012 VITON  O-RING -012 VITON 75
8       2      B/U RING -012 BACK UP RING TEFON SCARF CUT T1-012
9       A/R   PARKER O-LUBE LUBRICANT O-RING BARIUM BASED

INSTALLATION PORT DETAIL
(Based on Pave 0353-01=LTP)